Books for Fifth Grade

A Wolf Called Wander
by Rosanne Parry
(J Ros)

Blended
by Sharon Draper
(J Dra)

Disaster Strikes!:
The Most Dangerous
Space Missions of All Time
by Jeffrey Kluger
( J363.124 Klu)

Extraordinary Birds
by Sandy Stark-McGinnis
(J Sta)

Just South of Home
by Karen Strong
(J Str)

Merci Suarez Changes Gears
by Meg Medina
(J Med)

Moon Mission:
the Epic 400-Year Journey
to Apollo 11
by Sigmund Brouwer
(J 629.45 Bro)
Not if I Can Help It
by Carolyn Mackler
(J Mac)

Pay Attention Carter Jones
by Gary Schmidt
(J Sch)

Planet Earth Is Blue
by Nicole Panteleakos
(J Pan)

Saving Winslow
by Sharon Creech
(J Cre)

The Magnificent Migration: On Safari with Africa’s Last Great Herds
by Sy Montgomery
(J591.56 Mon)

The Season of Styx Malone
by Kekla Magoon
(J Mag)

The Strangers
by Margaret Peterson Haddix
(J Had)

You Go First
by Erin Entrada Kelly
(J Kel)